1 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
*Hands on a Desk Chair/There’s No ‘o’ In Obot*
When Ms. O leaves to conduct a secret mission, the agents compete to figure out who is in charge.

8:30pm Odd Squad
*Shapely University/Slow Day*
Agents compete against rival Odd Squad agents to solve an odd problem.

9pm Arthur
*Big Brother Binky, Part I/Big Brother Binky, Part II*
When Binky’s family adopts a baby girl from China, he is worried about how his life will change.

9:30pm Arthur
*Is That Kosher/Never Never Never*
Francine tries to fast on Yom Kippur, but can she resist a pizza party? Her grandma, Bubba helps.

10pm Sesame Street
*Surfin’ Sesame Street*
Elmo, Grover and Chris surprise Alan by bringing the beach to Sesame Street!

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
*Dinosaur Train Submarine: Otto Ophthalmosaurus/King Meets Crystal*
The Conductor takes the family deep under the sea in a brand-new invention, a submarine!

11pm Dinosaur Train
*Dinosaur Train Submarine: Shoshana Shonosaurus/All Kinds of Families*
The Pteranodon family goes deep under the sea to meet Shoshana Shonisaurus, a huge marine reptile.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
*Small But Mighty/Washed Away*
Dunk asks Splash, Bubbles and Ripple to watch over his latest beautiful art project.

12am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
*Daniel Loves Tigey/Daniel Needs Tigey at School*
Daniel gets upset when Margaret spills juice on Tigey, Daniel’s favorite stuffed animal.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
*Circle Time Squabble/It’s Not Okay to Hurt Someone*
Daniel remembers the importance of self-control when he gets mad at Miss Elaina at school.

2 Friday
8pm Odd Squad: World Turned Odd
Oona, Olympia and Otis accidentally change the past and undo every odd case Odd Squad ever solved.

9pm Arthur
*D.W. and the Beastly Birthday*
When her birthday doesn’t go as planned, D.W. runs away to the magical island of Ukubonga.

9:30pm Arthur
*Elmo’s Butterfly Friend*
Elmo and Telly learn how a caterpillar turns into a butterfly through metamorphosis.

3 Saturday
8pm Odd Squad: World Turned Odd
Oona, Olympia and Otis accidentally change the past and undo every odd case Odd Squad ever solved.

9pm Arthur
*D.W. and the Beastly Birthday*
When her birthday doesn’t go as planned, D.W. runs away to the magical island of Ukubonga.

10pm Sesame Street
*Elmo’s Butterfly Friend*
Elmo and Telly learn how a caterpillar turns into a butterfly through metamorphosis.
The Conductor takes the family deep under the sea in a brand-new invention, a submarine!

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Shoshana Shonosaurus/All Kinds of Families
The Pteranodon family goes deep under the sea to meet Shoshana Shonisaurus, a huge marine reptile.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
Small But Mighty/Washed Away
Dunk asks Splash, Bubbles and Ripple to watch over his latest beautiful art project.

12am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Very Different Day/Class Trip to the Library
Daniel learns how to adapt when his routine changes. Daniel’s class takes a trip to the library.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Loves Tigey/Daniel Needs Tigey at School
Daniel gets upset when Margaret spills juice on Tigey, Daniel’s favorite stuffed animal.

4 Sunday
8pm Odd Squad: World Turned Odd
Oona, Olympia and Otis accidentally change the past and undo every odd case Odd Squad ever solved.

9pm Arthur: D.W. and the Beastly Birthday
When her birthday doesn’t go as planned, D.W. runs away to the magical island of Ukubonga.

10pm Sesame Street
Me Am Cookie Monster
With rumors that he is a Veggie Monster swirling, Cookie Monster must defend his identity.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Maisie Mosasaurus/Date Night
Maisie and Marvin Mosasaurus, two fast lizards with flippers, show the family how they catch fish.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: A Sea Turtle Tale/Rocket Train
Baby Archelon turtles hatch from eggs on the beach and the family follows them as they swim away.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
Super Splash!/Pearlene
The kids become convinced that Splash has some sort of superpower and begin testing his limits.

12am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Circle Time Squabble/It’s Not Okay to Hurt Someone
Daniel remembers the importance of self-control when he gets mad at Miss Elaina at school.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
King Daniel for the Day
Daniel Tiger is curious about what it’s like to be King. King Friday makes Daniel King for the Day!

5 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Villains In Need Are Villains Indeed/Happily Ever Odd
Odd Squad and villains work together to stop a giant robot. Agents lose someone in headquarters.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Haunt Squad/Safe House in the Woods
Odd Squad is haunted by a ghost. Owen and new recruit wait out a storm while transporting a creature.

9pm Arthur
The Chronicles of Buster/On This Spot
Buster is so obsessed with a movie DVD that he neglects his training for a class rock-climbing trip.

9:30pm Arthur
The Cherry Tree/Matchmaker Matchbreaker
Muffy’s favorite tree is cut down to make room to fit a gigantic Dream Bouncy Castle for her party.

10pm Sesame Street
Fido The Frog
Chris, Elmo and Abby help Fido feel proud that he’s a frog and find the right habitat to live in.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
 Tiny wants to gather all the dinosaurs in the “Dinosaurs A to Z” song for a picnic at Troodon Town.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Todays A to Z, Part 3, Classification/Dinos A to Z, Part 4, A To Z Picnic
Don organizes all the dinosaurs on the Train by their species, features and size.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
Guess Who?/Sleepless Sleepover
Splash, Dunk and Bubbles try to help a fish that they’ve never seen before find out who it is.

12am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Finds Something to Do/Daniel’s Royal Good Time
Daniel learns that he can have fun all on his own, by using his creativity and imagination.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Jodi’s First Day at School/Daniel Plays at Jodi’s House
Daniel takes on the duties of “First Day Friend” to help Jodi feel comfortable at her new school.

6 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Where There’s a Wolf, There’s a...
Way/New Jacket Required
Otis and Olympia stop werewolf
Olaf from turning back into a boy.
Otis struggles with his new jacket

8:30pm Odd Squad
Deposit Slip Up/Villains Always Win
Odd Squad builds an exact replica
of the villain's vault to intercept a jetpack.

9pm Arthur
War of the Worms/I Owe You One
Fern spins a tall tale to convince
Brain that giant worms are really
attacking Elwood City!

9:30pm Arthur
The Blackout/Mei Lin Takes A Stand
Will Arthur and DW survive without
AC and TV when a blackout leaves
the city without electricity?

10pm Sesame Street
Elmo's Nursery Rhyme
Mother Goose tries to write a
nursery rhyme for Elmo but she
doesn't know anything about him.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Remember The Alamosaurus/Sunrise, Sunset
The Pteranodon kids travel around
on the Dinosaur Train and meet
some of the biggest dinosaurs.

11pm Dinosaur Train
A Heck of a Neck/Gilbert Visits The Nest
The Pteranodon kids have a Nature
Trackers adventure when they
meet super-long Denise Diplodocus.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
The Kelp Needs Help/Mountain of Fire
Splash and his friends meet Scoot,
a young and mischievous sea turtle
who is riding the currents.

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Class Votes/The Neighborhood Votes
Daniel and his classmates get to
choose a new class pet and learn
to vote for a bunny or a turtle.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A New Friend at School/ A New Friend at the Playground
Prince Wednesday is playing with Jodi. Is Prince Wednesday still
Daniel's friend? Of course he is!

7 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Other Olympia/Total Zeros
Agent Olympia is not happy when
an agent with the same name
shows up at headquarters.

8:30pm Odd Squad
It Takes Goo To Make A Feud Go Right/Friends of Odd Squad
Olympia and Otis are tasked with
calling a truce between feuding
guests.

9pm Arthur
Home Sweet Home/Do You Believe In Magic
Buster is worried he won't know
anyone at summer camp. Arthur is
jealous of Buster's magic tricks.

9:30pm Arthur
The Perfect Game/D.W.'s Furry Freakout
Francine is working on a model city
for her class and is obsessed that
everything must be perfect.

10pm Sesame Street
Fido The Frog
Chris, Elmo and Abby help Fido
feel proud that he's a frog and find
the right habitat to live in.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
An Apatosaurus Adventure/Nature Art
The Pteranodon kids visit the Jurassic Time Period to meet
Apollo Apatosaurus, who likes adventure.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Arnie Rides The Flatcar/Old Reliable
Buddy, Tiny, and Mom visit their
very large sauropod friend, Arnie Argentinosaurus, and his dad.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
One Big Ocean: Parts 1 and 2
Splash and his friends meet Scoot,
a young and mischievous sea turtle
who is riding the currents.

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Birthday/Daniel's Picnic/Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor
Daniel has a new experience
visiting school for the first time and
goes to Dr. Anna for his checkup.

8 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
Saving Agent Orson/The Scientist
The agents try and stop baby Agent Orson from getting kicked off the squad.

8:30pm Odd Squad
First Day
Agents struggle with a case while
Oscar interviews candidates to run
the Odd Squad Creature Room.

9pm Arthur
Arthur's Numbers Nightmare/Brain Gets Hooked
Arthur and friends find what looks
like a list of their class rankings in
the Principal's office.

9:30pm Arthur
Macfrensky/The Good The Bad and the Binky
When Francine and Brain compete
to become student of the month,
Francine resorts to lying to win.

10pm Sesame Street
The New Old Macdonald
Old MacDonald's animals don't want to sing the song anymore because it's always sung the same way.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Tiny and the Crocodile/Meet The Grandparents
Team Pteranodon travels to Dienosuchas Swamp and meet a 40 foot crocodile with a crabby attitude.

11pm Dinosaur Train
The Egg Stealer?/To The Grandparents' Nest We Go!
Buddy and Don become detectives when some of the unhatched eggs they found on the beach are stolen.

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Babysitter/Daniel Goes to School
Prince Tuesday comes to babysit Daniel Tiger while Mom Tiger and Dad Tiger go out dancing.

9 Friday
8pm WordGirl
Whammer Anniversary/Rat Trap
Becky has to save her parents from The Whammer, babysit TJ and keep her secret identity intact.

8:30pm WordGirl
Go Gadget Go/Emergency Plan #999
TJ and his friend Johnson both think they are WordGirl's #1 fan and they compete to prove it!

9pm WordGirl
Guess Who's Coming to Thanksgiving Dinner/Judging Butcher
Becky is less than thrilled to be sharing a table with Tobey and his mother for Thanksgiving dinner.

10pm Sesame Street
M Is for Missing
The letter M goes missing and it's up to Nina and the gang to find it!

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Double-Crested Trouble/Erma and the Conductor
Tiny and Buddy show competitive twin brothers Dylan and Devlin Dilophosaurus how to work as a team.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dome-Headed Dinosaur/Treasure Hunt
The Pteranodon kids and their friend Spikey Stygimoloch meet two dinosaurs with large dome heads.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
One Big Ocean: Parts 3 and 4
Splash and friends help a Parrotfish save a ghost reef that was once a beautiful and lush reef.

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad/Katerina Gets Mad
Daniel wants to play and gets mad when Mom Tiger says he can't go outside because it's raining.

10 Saturday
8pm WordGirl
Whammer Anniversary/Rat Trap
Becky has to save her parents from The Whammer, babysit TJ and keep her secret identity intact.

8:30pm WordGirl
Go Gadget Go/Emergency Plan #999
TJ and his friend Johnson both think they are WordGirl's #1 fan and they compete to prove it!

9pm WordGirl
Guess Who's Coming to Thanksgiving Dinner/Judging Butcher
Becky is less than thrilled to be sharing a table with Tobey and his mother for Thanksgiving dinner.

10pm Sesame Street
The Wheel Deal
Nina cleans out the bike shop and the Three Pigs Movers help move everything for Oscar.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
An Apatosaurus Adventure/Nature Art
The Pteranodon kids visit the Jurassic Time Period to meet Apollo Apatosaurus, who likes adventure.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Tiny and the Crocodile/Meet The Grandparents
Becky realizes that her ordinary, human family possesses remarkable special powers of their own.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dome-Headed Dinosaur/Treasure Hunt
The Pteranodon kids and their friend Spikey Stygimoloch meet two dinosaurs with large dome heads.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel And Miss Elaina Play Rocketship/Daniel Plays At The Castle
Daniel and Miss Elaina learn that they can still have fun together, even without their toys.
Team Pteranodon travels to Dienosuchas Swamp and meet a 40 foot crocodile with a crabby attitude.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
One Big Ocean: Parts 1 and 2
Splash and his friends meet Scoot, a young and mischievous sea turtle who is riding the currents.

12am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Jodi’s First Day at School/Daniel Plays at Jodi’s House
Daniel takes on the duties of “First Day Friend” to help Jodi feel comfortable at her new school.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
A New Friend at School/ A New Friend at the Playground
Prince Wednesday is playing with Jodi. Is Prince Wednesday still Daniel’s friend? Of course he is!

11 Sunday
8pm WordGirl
Whammer Anniversary/Rat Trap
Becky has to save her parents from The Whammer, babysit TJ and keep her secret identity intact.

8:30pm WordGirl
Go Gadget Go/Emergency Plan #999
TJ and his friend Johnson both think they are WordGirl’s #1 fan and they compete to prove it!

9pm WordGirl
Guess Who’s Coming to Thanksgiving Dinner/Judging Butcher
Becky is less than thrilled to be sharing a table with Tobey and his mother for Thanksgiving dinner.

9:30pm WordGirl
The Ordinary, Extraordinary Botsfords/The Penny, the Pony, and the Pirate
Becky realizes that her ordinary, human family possesses remarkable special powers of their own.

10pm Sesame Street
The New Old Macdonald
Old MacDonald’s animals don’t want to sing the song anymore because it’s always sung the same way.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Double-Crested Trouble/Erma and the Conductor
Tiny and Buddy show competitive twin brothers Dylan and Devlin Dilophosaurus how to work as a team.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dome-Headed Dinosaur/Treasure Hunt
The Pteranodon kids and their friend Spikey Stygimoloch meet two dinosaurs with large dome heads.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
One Big Ocean: Parts 3 and 4
Splash and friends help a Parrotfish save a ghost reef that was once a beautiful and lush reef.

12am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor
Daniel has a new experience visiting school for the first time and goes to Dr. Anna for his checkup.

12:30am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad/Katerina Gets Mad
Daniel wants to play and gets mad when Mom Tiger says he can’t go outside because it’s raining.

12 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Back to the Past/Odd Squad Needs You
When the agents are accidentally transported to the future, they need to figure out what day it is!

8:30pm Odd Squad
Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd/Failure to Lunch
When things in town get covered in jam, the agents turn to Odd Todd for help.

9pm Arthur
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Tibble/The Secret Guardians
The Tibble Twins sell pre-school art masterpieces. Arthur and Binky find a secret spot in the woods.

9:30pm Arthur
Fernlets By Fern/Prunella and the Haunted Locker
Muffy talks Fern into writing poems for a new line of greeting cards which becomes a big hit.

10pm Sesame Street
Clothing Drive
Nina suggests having a clothing drive in a neighborhood since Rudy’s favorite sweater doesn’t fit.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Adventure Camp: Rafting/Adventure Camp: Mountain Climbing
Buddy, Tiny, Shiny and Don learn about the tree line as they set out to hike up a mountain.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Adventure Camp: Zip Lining/Adventure Camp: Canyon Hiking
The Nature Trackers Adventure Campers explore different levels of the ecosystem in the rainforest.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
The Greatest Treasure of All/Crabulous
Flo and the kids set out on a mysterious journey to find a wonderful treasure.

12am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Friends Help Each Other/Daniel Helps O Tell A Story
Daniel helps reassemble the tea party when Katerina accidentally
knocks her tea set on the floor.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Something Special for Dad/I Love You, Mom
Daniel goes to the Post Office with Mom, where he learns how letters are sorted and mailed.

13 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
The O Team/Show Me The Money
Security agents Owen and Ohio secretly provide backup on a case so they can have a pizza party.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Oscar Strikes Back
Oscar attends a gathering of Odd Squad scientists called Lab-Con at Odd Squad Academy.

9pm Arthur
Paradise Lost/The Pride of Lakewood
Baby Kate is growing up! The more words she learns, the less she seems to understand her dog, Pal.

9:30pm Arthur
Looking for Bonnie/The Secret Origin of Supernova
Rock musician Dean Lomax visits Elwood City and ask George's dad to fix his guitar named Bonnie.

10pm Sesame Street
The Wheel Deal
Nina cleans out the bike shop and the Three Pigs Movers help move everything for Oscar.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Solar Train/Birdwatching
The Pteranodon family explore a new train, the Solar Train, and learn that it's powered by the sun!

11pm Dinosaur Train
Rocket Train Surprise Party/Cloudy with a Chance Of Fun
Buddy, Tiny, Shiny and Don throw a surprise birthday party for Mr. Conductor on the Dinosaur Train.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
Here Comes The Hammerhead/Denny's New Shell
When Splash and Bubbles hear that one of Ripple's Brothers has wandered off, they join the search.

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Lunch/Daniels Toy
Daniel and Miss Elaina learn that it's okay to like different things, but they should always be kind.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Trip To The Enchanted Garden/A Trip To The Crayon Factory
Daniel learns how strawberries grow and takes a fun trip to the factory to see how crayons are made.

14 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Olympia's Day/Otis's Day
Getting a villain back to headquarters proves cumbersome when the tubes are down for maintenance.

8:30pm Odd Squad
And Then They Were Puppies/A Case of the Sillies
When every agent turns into a puppy, it's up to Agent Ohlm to save the day.

9pm Arthur
The Wheel Deal/The Buster Report
After an injury, Brain has to use a wheelchair. The kids must write a report on someone they admire.

9:30pm Arthur
The Agent of Change/D.W. Unties The Knot
With the help of Molly, a very talented artist, Muffy and Francine set out to make their own movie!

10pm Sesame Street
Clothing Drive
Nina suggests having a clothing drive in a neighborhood since Rudy's favorite sweater doesn't fit.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Tiny's Fishing Friend/Butterflies
Tiny, Buddy, Cindy and Dad set out on a fun fishing trip where they run into Cassie Castrocauda.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Best Babysitter Ever/Plant A Tree
Buddy, Tiny, Shiny and Don are excited that Keira Chirotstenotes gets to babysit them for the night.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
The Sand Is Grand/The Treasure Trove
When Bubbles gets trapped in a treasure chest, Splash and his friends can't get her out!

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Shares His Tigertastic Car/Katerina Shares Her Tutu
Daniel learns that sharing is easy when he knows he will get his toy car back from his friends.

15 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
Flawed Squad/The Creature Whisperer
The Villains team up to break into Odd Squad headquarters. The agents try to catch an odd creature.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Happy Halfiversary/Good Egg Bad Egg
The agents try to determine what kind of creature will hatch from an egg.

9pm Arthur
Nicked by a Name/The Play's The Thing
New nicknames change the way everyone acts and how they treat
each other at Lakewood Elementary.

**9:30pm Arthur**  
*Falafelosophy/The Great Lint Rush*  
Sue Ellen works on creating a graphic novel and gets inspiration from "Coraline" author Neil Gaiman.

**10pm Sesame Street**  
*Rapunzel Gets A Haircut*  
Abby and Elmo help Rapunzel keep her hair from getting in the way so she can be a gymnast.

**10:30pm Dinosaur Train**  
*Classic in the Jurassic: Turtle and Theropod Race/Hungry, Hungry Carnivores*  
Different dinosaur teams compete in various contests at the Classic in the Jurassic competition.

**11pm Dinosaur Train**  
*Classic in the Jurassic: Air Obstacle Race/King & Crystal Live!*  
Pterosaurs from each of the three Time Periods race in the Classic in the Jurassic competition.

**11:30pm Splash and Bubbles**  
*Mayor for a Day/Oblo from Down Below*  
Dunk volunteers to fill in as the mayor for the day and learns that it is not an easy job.

**12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**  
*Fruit Picking Day/Daniel Is Big Enough to Help Dad*  
Daniel wants to help build a playhouse and is mad that he is not big enough to use grown up tools.

**16 Friday**  
**8pm Splash and Bubbles**  
*Gush's White Whale/Extreme Clean*  
Gush travels with the kids to the Arctic Ocean to finally find the mysterious "horned whale."

**8:30pm Splash and Bubbles**  
*The End of the Ocean/Antarctic Ranger*  
The Reeftown Rangers venture out to find the end of the ocean and discover a rainbow salmon.

**9pm Splash and Bubbles: Pole-To-Pole**  
The Reeftown Rangers set off on a migratory adventure from the Antarctic to the Arctic!

**10pm Sesame Street**  
*The Helpful Cloud*  
Chris helps Floatie realize that she already has a very important job, being a cloud up in the sky!

**10:30pm Dinosaur Train**  
*Classic in the Jurassic - Air, Water and Land/Desert Day and Night*  
Teams consisting of a pterosaur and a crocodile from each Time Period compete against one another.

**11pm Dinosaur Train**  
*Classic in the Jurassic: Ultimate Face-off/Back in Time*  
Dinosaurs from three Time Periods take part in thrilling, choreographed wrestling matches.

**11:30pm Splash and Bubbles**  
*The Greatest Treasure of All/Crabulous*  
Flo and the kids set out on a mysterious journey to find a wonderful treasure.

**12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**  
*Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day*  
Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but Daniel is sad that he is only in town for a short while.

**17 Saturday**  
**8pm Splash and Bubbles**  
*Gush’s White Whale/Extreme Clean*  
Gush travels with the kids to the Arctic Ocean to finally find the mysterious "horned whale."

**8:30pm Splash and Bubbles**  
*The End of the Ocean/Antarctic Ranger*  
The Reeftown Rangers venture out to find the end of the ocean and discover a rainbow salmon.

**9pm Splash and Bubbles: Pole-To-Pole**  
The Reeftown Rangers set off on a migratory adventure from the Antarctic to the Arctic!

**10pm Sesame Street**  
*Rapunzel Gets A Haircut*  
Abby and Elmo help Rapunzel keep her hair from getting in the way so she can be a gymnast.

**10:30pm Dinosaur Train**  
*Classic in the Jurassic: Air Obstacle Race/King & Crystal Live!*  
Pterosaurs from each of the three Time Periods race in the Classic in the Jurassic competition.

**11pm Dinosaur Train**  
*Classic in the Jurassic: Ultimate Face-off/Back in Time*  
Dinosaurs from three Time Periods take part in thrilling, choreographed wrestling matches.

**11:30pm Splash and Bubbles**  
*Here Comes The Hammerhead/Denny's New Shell*  
When Splash and Bubbles hear that one of Ripple's Brothers has wandered off, they join the search.

**12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**
Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere
Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day
Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but Daniel is sad that he is only in town for a short while.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Lunch/Daniels Toy
Daniel and Miss Elaina learn that it's okay to like different things, but they should always be kind.

18 Sunday
8pm Splash and Bubbles
Gush's White Whale/Extreme Clean
Gush travels with the kids to the Arctic Ocean to finally find the mysterious "horned whale."

8:30pm Splash and Bubbles
The End of the Ocean/Antarctic Ranger
The Reeftown Rangers venture out to find the end of the ocean and discover a rainbow salmon.

9pm Splash and Bubbles: Pole-To-Pole
The Reeftown Rangers set off on a migratory adventure from the Antarctic to the Arctic!

10pm Sesame Street
The Helpful Cloud
Chris helps Floatie realize that she already has a very important job, being a cloud up in the sky!

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Classic in the Jurassic - Air, Water and Land/Desert Day and Night
Teams consisting of a pterosaur and a crocodile from each Time Period compete against one another.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
The Sand Is Grand/The Treasure Trove
When Bubbles gets trapped in a treasure chest, Splash and his friends can't get her out!

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Fruit Picking Day/Daniel Is Big Enough to Help Dad
Daniel wants to help build a playhouse and is mad that he is not big enough to use grown up tools.

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Waits For Show And Tell/A Night Out At The Restaurant
Daniel is excited to share a book he made at "show and tell" but he's finding it difficult to wait.

19 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Night Shift/Put Me In Coach
The agents discover things are very different at Odd Squad at night.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Extreme Cakeover/A Job Well Undone
A virus that turns people into cakes spreads through Headquarters and the agents try to contain it.

9pm Arthur
Arthur Unravels/All The Rage
When Grandma Thora teaches Arthur how to knit, he tries to keep his new hoppy a secret.

9:30pm Arthur
D.W., Queen of the Comeback/In My Africa
An ancient Indian fable about a turtle and two wisecracking geese just might teach D.W. a lesson.

10pm Sesame Street
A Very Sesame Street Thanksgiving
Rosita learns everyone has their own family traditions and eats all kinds of food for Thanksgiving.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
Zeppelin: Waterfalls/Zeppelin: Atoll
Mr. Conductor gives a lesson about waterfalls and then suggests viewing the giant falls from above!

11pm Dinosaur Train
Zeppelin: Pangaea/Zeppelin: Crater
The Conductor offers to take the Pteranodons through a Sky Time Tunnel back to the time of Pangaea.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
Chompy's New Foods/Cloning Around
Chompy the Parrotfish decides she doesn't want to eat algae. Bubbles and Ripple meet a jellyfish.

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Good Morning Daniel/Goodnight Daniel
Daniel learns that his morning routine helps him be ready in time for Trolley to take him to school.

20 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Three's Company/Behind Enemy Mimes
Ms. O needs the agents’ help to track down her old partner, O'Donahue.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Drop Gadget Repeat/20 Questions
The agents try to escape from a time loop. A villain sets off a backwards bubble.

9pm Arthur
Buster Spaces Out/The Long Road Home
Inspired by footage of the moon landing, Buster wants to make a rocket and go to outer space.
9:30pm Arthur
Fifteen - Parts I & II
George gets his shot to win big bucks for his school on the radio show "15 minutes of Fame."

10pm Sesame Street
My Rakhi Family
Telly and Zoe help Leela celebrate the Indian holiday Rakhi.

10:30pm Dinosaur Train
What's at the Center of the Earth? Layers!/What's at the Center of the Earth? Fossils!
The Conductor takes the Pteranodon family underground using the new the Drill Engine Train!

11pm Dinosaur Train
What's at the Center of the Earth Troglobites!/Minerals!
The Pteranodon Family meets creatures without eyes called "troglobites" in an underground cave.

11:30pm Splash and Bubbles
The House Hunt/Dolphin Games

12am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets A Shot/A Stormy Night
Daniel is scared to get a shot at the doctor but he finds that the shot was not so bad after all!

12:30am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Sleepover/Backyard Camping
Daniel sees things that are a bit scary when he goes to Prince Wednesday's castle for a sleepover.

21 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
High Maintenance/Not Ok Computer
Agents switch jobs with the maintenance department for a day. The agents get trapped in a computer.

8:30pm Odd Squad
O Is for Opposite/Agent Oksana's Kitchen Nightmares
When Ms. O gets trapped in a mirror, an opposite Ms. O enters the real world.

9pm Arthur
I Wanna Hold Your Hand/Whistling in the Wind
During a shopping trip to the mall, Binky gets caught holding his mom's hand!

9:30pm Arthur
Francine's Pilfered Paper/Buster Gets Real
Francine copies her report from a web site. Arthur can't stand a new reality series everyone likes.

10pm Sesame Street
A Very Sesame Street Thanksgiving
Rosita learns everyone has their own family traditions and eats all kinds of food for Thanksgiving.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
You Are Special/Daniel Is Special
The children are putting on a show at school today, each doing something that makes them special.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day
Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but Daniel is sad that he is only in town for a short while.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Lemonade/Pink Shoes
Pinkalicious and Peter start a lemonade stand to save up money, but they have no customers!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Whatever Floats Your Boat/Building Bridges
After their boat sinks, Nick and Sally visit Floating Island to learn how to build a new boat.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
One Big Frog/Caving with Vlad
Dad takes the kids on the Dinosaur Train to find the biggest frog ever, the legendary Beelzebufo.

22 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
Rookie Night/Who Let The Doug Out?
It's party time for all the new agents at Odd Squad. Delivery Doug needs help with an egg situation.

8:30pm Odd Squad
The Cherry-On-Top-Inator/Sir Agents recall how a beloved gadget helped them. The agents bring in someone with an odd problem.

9pm Arthur
Francine's Pilfered Paper/Buster Gets Real
Francine copies her report from a web site. Arthur can't stand a new reality series everyone likes.

9:30pm Arthur
Buster's Secret Admirer/The Last King of Lambland
Buster receives a box of chocolates in the mail from a secret admirer. Who could it be from?

10pm Sesame Street
It's Dance Your Favorite Dance Day
Nina, who knows lots of dances from around the world, teaches everyone their favorite dances moves.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day
Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but Daniel is sad that he is only in town for a short while.
Neighborhood
Clean Up Time/Neighborhood
Clean Up
A wind storm has made a mess of the playground and everyone works together to clean it up.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome More Nonsense/Space Dancing
Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled when they find Norman the Garden Gnome living in their backyard!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Accidents Happen....If You're Lucky/Making Waves
Sally accidentally destroys Nick's model of a mountain and the Cat takes them to meet an inventor.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Junior Conductors Academy: Part One/Junior Conductors Academy: Part Two
The kids are off to Junior Conductor's Academy in Laramidia to try to become Junior Conductors!

23 Friday
8pm Let's Go Luna!
What's The Big Idea?>/Day of the Dead
Andy desperately wants to find a big surface to paint on and learns about murals in the process.

8:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Lullaby for Baby Vlad/Space Is The Place
In Moscow, Andy's love of space travel and planets is enriched by a trip to a famous space museum.

9pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion
Nature Cat drops Mr. Chewinsky down a storm drain and the gang tries to find him in the ocean!

10pm Sesame Street
Abby's Sock Solution
After Chris loses a sock while doing his laundry, Abby conjures up dancing socks and creates chaos.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Dragon Dance/Teacher Harriet's Birthday
The children work together to help Teacher Harriet with an art project: creating a dancing dragon!

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Super Daniel!/Play Pretend
Daniel and Grandpere pretend to be superheroes and take Dad's lunchbox to the Clock Factory.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Snow Fairy/to Catch A Leaf
After a snowstorm Pinkalicious, Peter and Jasmine spend the day sculpting a snow fairy - Frostina!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Pulling Together/Fact and Friction
The kids are introduced to simple machines at the Machine-a-Ma-Zoo and learn about the pulley.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Nest Swap/The Herd Is The Word
The Pteranodon Family decides to take a little vacation and swap nests with a family of pterosaurs.

24 Saturday
8pm Let's Go Luna!
What's The Big Idea?>/Day of the Dead
Andy desperately wants to find a big surface to paint on and learns about murals in the process.

8:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Lullaby for Baby Vlad/Space Is The Place
In Moscow, Andy's love of space travel and planets is enriched by a trip to a famous space museum.

9pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion
Nature Cat drops Mr. Chewinsky down a storm drain and the gang tries to find him in the ocean!

10pm Sesame Street
It's Dance Your Favorite Dance Day
Nina, who knows lots of dances from around the world, teaches everyone their favorite dances moves.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Sleepover/Backyard Camping
Daniel sees things that are a bit scary when he goes to Prince Wednesday's castle for a sleepover.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
You Are Special/Daniel Is Special
The children are putting on a show at school today, each doing something that makes them special.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter's Blues/Pink Raspberry
Peter is feeling down and learns to play the blues on a harmonica. Peter hosts a silly song contest.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Whatever Floats Your Boat/Building Bridges
After their boat sinks, Nick and Sally visit Floating Island to learn how to build a new boat.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
What's at the Center of the Earth? Layers!/What's at the Center of the Earth? Fossils!
The Conductor takes the Pteranodon family underground using the new the Drill Engine Train!

25 Sunday
8pm Let's Go Luna!
What's The Big Idea?>/Day of the Dead
Andy desperately wants to find a big surface to paint on and learns
about murals in the process.

8:30pm Let's Go Luna! 
*Lullaby for Baby Vlad/Space Is The Place*

In Moscow, Andy's love of space travel and planets is enriched by a trip to a famous space museum.

9pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion

Nature Cat drops Mr. Chewinsky down a storm drain and the gang tries to find him in the ocean!

10pm Sesame Street
*Grandparent's Day*

Hooper's Store throws a special party for kids and their grandparents!

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
*The Dragon Dance/Teacher Harriet's Birthday*

The children work together to help Teacher Harriet with an art project: creating a dancing dragon!

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
*Super Daniel!/Play Pretend*

Daniel and Grandpere pretend to be superheroes and take Dad's lunchbox to the Clock Factory.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
*Pink Lemonade/Pink Shoes*

Pinkalicious and Peter start a lemonade stand to save up money, but they have no customers!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
*The Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!*

The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to Silhouette Valley where they learn all about shadows.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
*Stop and Smell The Flowers/Moms' Campout*

Mom takes Tiny, Buddy, and Don on a super secret daytrip to Qianzhousaurus Pond.

26 Monday

8pm Odd Squad
*Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show/The Perfect Score*

All the agents want to be a part of Orchid's talent show. It's villain report card day at Odd Squad.

8:30pm Odd Squad
*The Voice/Problem Partners*

The agents are called in to help when Ohlm and Orchid have problems working together.

9pm Arthur
*To Eat Or Not to Eat/S.W.E.A.T.*

A brand new candy bar is in town! But why is it making everyone act so strangely?

9:30pm Arthur
*Grandpa Dave's Memory Album/Buster's Carpool Catastrophe*

Grandpa Dave is moving closer to the family. The kids are worried because he is forgetting things.

10pm Sesame Street
*Rosita and Elmo Teach Yoga*

Telly practices balancing his weight during yoga class.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
*Daniel Uses His Words/All Aboard!*

Mom teaches Daniel to express his feelings so she can understand why he is upset.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
*It's Time to Go/Daniel Doesn't Want to Stop Playing*

Katerina and Daniel have trouble leaving the Treehouse because they are having so much fun playing.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
*Indoor Camp-In/The Flutterbugs*

When rain ruins her campout plans, Pinkalicious uses her imagination to have fun indoor camping!

27 Tuesday

8pm Odd Squad
*Oona and the Oonabots/The Ninja Situation*

Oona uses her Oonabots to fix a problem. Odd Squad must go undercover to recover a stolen gadget.

8:30pm Odd Squad
*Breakfast Club/Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent*

When Olympia finds out Dr. O is leaving, she struggles to throw the best goodbye party ever.

9pm Arthur
*Prunella The Packrat/What’s in a Name?*

Prunella tries to break her packrat habits. Binky finds out his real name isn't Binky, it's Shelley!

9:30pm Arthur
*Muffy's Classy Classics Club/Best Enemies*

Muffy joins a Pretty Pioneers book club but can't take the criticism that they are poorly written.

10pm Sesame Street
*Abby's Sock Solution*

After Chris loses a sock while doing his laundry, Abby conjures up dancing socks and creates chaos.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
*Safety Patrol/Safety at the Beach*

The children learn about traffic.
signs and practice safety rules on a walk around the Neighborhood.
11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Neighbor Day
Daniel performs one good deed that starts a chain reaction of kindness all around the Neighborhood.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Secret Sculpture/The Celebrator
Pinkalicious, Peter and friends set out to explore Pinkville Green and discover a secret statue!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Search for String/Mirror Mirror
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to a mirror world where they learn how reflections work.

28 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Xs and Os/Dr. O No

8:30pm Odd Squad
Negative Town/License to Science
The agents go to Negative Town to track down a villain. Oona must pass her lab director’s test.

9pm Arthur
Based on a True Story (Part 1 & 2)
Ladonna, a new kid in town, charms Arthur with her amazing “true” stories. But are her stories real?

9:30pm Arthur
Flippity Francine/Muffy Takes The Wheel
Francine tries to regain her dignity after Muffy posts a goofy video of her on the Muffington Post.

10pm Sesame Street
Rosita and Elmo Teach Yoga
Telly practices balancing his weight during yoga class.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Says I’m Sorry/The Royal Muddpies
Teacher Harriet helps Daniel, Katerina and Miss Elaina learn how to apologize to a friend.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Calm for Storytime/Calm at the Clock Factory
Prince Wednesday learns that there are times to be calm and times when it’s okay to be silly.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sweet Pea Pixie/Pink Piper
When a Sweet Pea Pixies has trouble flying, Pinkalicious shows her how to spread her wings!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Opposites Attract/The Talents of Balance
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to the Magnetic Fields where they learn how magnets work.

9pm Arthur
All About D.W./Blockheads
When Emily gets the starring role in the preschool play, D.W. is beside herself with jealousy.

9:30pm Arthur
Get Smart/Baby Steps
A battle begins when HUGO, the interactive whiteboard, corrects Mr. Ratburn in front of the class.

10pm Sesame Street
Cinderella’s Slippery Slippers
Cinderella and Rosita would love to play together, but Cinderella’s fancy shoes make it difficult.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Line Leader Daniel/Neighborhood Jobs
Daniel learns the importance of the Neighborhood jobs when he and Mom Tiger fill in as librarians.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s New Friend/Same and Different
Daniel and Miss Elaina meet Prince Wednesday’s cousin Chrissie during a playdate at the castle.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Cha-Cha-Licious /Show and Smell
Pinkalicious uses Mommy’s new invention, the Perfume-a-matic, to make perfume for Show-and-Tell.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Who Can See The Wind?/Gravity Drop
The Cat in the Hat takes the kids to Windnasium where they learn to “see” wind in all kinds of ways.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Rollin’ on the Riverboat: Part One/Rollin’ on the Riverboat: Part Two
The whole Pteranodon Family takes a rollicking adventure on the Dinosaur Train Riverboat!
30 Friday
8pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Jodi’s First Day at School/Daniel Plays at Jodi’s House
Daniel takes on the duties of “First Day Friend” to help Jodi feel comfortable at her new school.
8:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
A New Friend at School/ A New Friend at the Playground
Prince Wednesday is playing with Jodi. Is Prince Wednesday still Daniel’s friend? Of course he is!
9pm The Daniel Tiger Movie: Won’t You Be Our Neighbor?
Daniel and his community welcome new friends in this movie event from Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood.
10pm Sesame Street
Abby and Zoe Love Karate
Nina teaches Abby and Zoe how to kick a ball off of a stand with a special karate kick.
10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Duckling Goes Home/Daniel Feels Left Out
Today at school, the children find out that Ducky has grown too big to be their classroom pet.
11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Frustrated/Frustration at School
While playing “restaurant” at school, Daniel feels frustrated when he can’t find a specific toy.
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Indoor Camp-In/The Flutterbugs
When rain ruins her campout plans, Pinkalicious uses her imagination to have fun indoor camping!
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to Silhouette Valley where they learn all about shadows.
12:30am Dinosaur Train
Crystal and King Benefit Concert: Part One and Two
When Crystal and the King visit the Big Pond and learn that it’s being recklessly overfished!